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Abstract The use of requirements engineering (RE) in
industry is hampered by a poor understanding of its practices
and their benefits. Teaching RE at the university level is
therefore an important endeavor. Shortly before students
become engineers and enter the workforce, this education
could ideally be provided as an integrated part of developing
the requisite business skills for understanding RE. Because
much social wisdom is packed into RE methods, it is unre-
alistic to expect students with little organizational experi-
ence to understand and appreciate this body of knowledge;
hence, the necessity of an experiential approach. The course
described in this paper uses an active, affective, experiential
pedagogy giving students the opportunity to experience a
simulated work environment that demonstrates the social/
design–problem complexities and richness of a development
organization in the throes of creating a new product. Emo-
tional and technical debriefing is conducted after each
meaningful experience so that students and faculty, alike
can better understand the professional relevancies of what
they have just experienced. This includes an examination of
the many forces encountered in industrial settings but not
normally discussed in academic settings. The course uses a
low-tech social simulation, rather than software simulation,
so that students learn through interaction with real people,
and are therefore confronted with the complexity of true
social relationships.
Keywords RE education  Active learning 
Affective pedagogy  Experiential learning
1 Introduction
The use of requirements engineering (RE) in industry is
hampered by a poor understanding of its practices and their
benefits. RE education is therefore an important endeavor
that can improve the adoption of RE methods in businesses.
Ideally this education needs to be provided at the university
level, before students become engineers and enter the
workforce. Unfortunately, most computer science and
software engineering programs do not include RE courses
[4]. When they do, these courses are often given in the
traditional lecture/exercise format. Only a few publica-
tions, e.g., [2, 9, 10, 19, 34] report on other types of ped-
agogy used to teach RE. Teaching RE using games [3, 24]
seems to be a recent innovative trend. Although games are
a powerful source of learning, they must connect with an
organizational context to give the needed credibility to RE
practice.
Requirements represent the expression of people’s
desires [12]. To understand and express the desires of
people is essentially a social construction. Hence, much
social wisdom is packed into RE methods. It is unrealistic
to expect students with little organizational experience to
understand this body of knowledge and to appreciate even
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the need for RE methods, much less to be able to use them.
It is essential that software engineering students understand
the latest, accepted methods and practices in use today in
the design of complex computing systems. This, alone, is
not enough, however. This knowledge is, of course,
required as a professional entry point. If we want to provide
more than a shallow understanding of RE to students, we
need to provide them with more than just lectures about RE
methods and academic problems, where they can exercise
the knowledge (or rather the information) they have been
provided in our traditional didactic teaching environment.
Ideally, it would be good to already have had some, or
currently be having, business experience as a prerequisite
or co-requisite to an RE course.
As an illustration, the following is an excerpt from a Q
& A with Barry Boehm [8]:
‘‘What advice would you give to all the ‘youngsters’
who are just starting out in software engineering
[information systems development] research?’’
‘‘Spend some time in industry working on real soft-
ware development [information systems develop-
ment] projects. You need to get your hands dirty and
learn not in your mind but in your heart and gut the
problems that real software engineering [and infor-
mation systems development] faces. This will help
you understand what research ideas you have that
might be most applicable in practice.’’
In practice, it requires a curriculum in which students do
internships in the middle of their studies. However, even
this is no guarantee that they will be exposed to the
experiences that they will need to fully appreciate and
understand an RE course.
The experiences we seek to impart to students are
directly linked to the issues found in the workplace when
we understand what the business is about and what the
desires of people are. A short list of these issues includes:
dealing with ambiguity, uncertainty, confusion, fear, time
pressure, collaboration, and corporate politics. In sum,
what some call the ‘‘messy’’ part of organizations [7]. The
messy part, recognized by scientists and mathematicians as
wicked problems, exemplify the differences between
classroom and workplace problems.
To manage this messy part, it is necessary to bring to
bear both techniques and emotions—the heart and gut
referred to by Barry Boehm. Whereas the use of specific
techniques and algorithms can be learned through lectures
and exercises, emotions can only be learned through real
life experiences.
We describe the RE part of an experiential enterprise
architecture (EA) course delivered at the Ecole Polytech-
nique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland. We
explain the reasons we created this course, its essential
pedagogical features and the way they were delivered, and
the experiences we had giving it. The course was given
from 1997 through 2000 as an information systems course
with an experiential pedagogy [28]. The case study used in
the course and the technical part were overhauled. The
course was renamed Enterprise and Service Oriented
Architecture (ESOA), and given again in 2007 [30] and
2008. In this paper, we relate our experience with the 2007
version of the course with some elements from 2008.
The course was the result of a major effort by a teaching
team including a professor, four teaching assistants (TAs)
and a visiting professor (in 2007 only). Several members of
the team have many years of experience in the IT industry.
The course reflects their collective experience. We recre-
ated situations similar to those they themselves faced in
their business careers. The course was therefore designed
to create a realistic organization in order to provide the
students an opportunity to experience the ‘‘messiness’’ they
can expect in the workplace. We framed the problems
given to the students in an uncertain and confusing reality,
often relying only on verbal, word-of-mouth communica-
tion as this is an important part of the design and man-
agement of information transfer in business settings.
The approach we took with this course included an
immersion in a rather realistic social environment, with
tools that emulate those used in industry rather than a
computer simulation. The students interview real people
rather than simulated people and use a custom-made
lightweight material resource planning (MRP) system
rather than a simulation. The active experimentation is
followed by the debriefing of emotional and technical
issues as they occur.
At the outset we did not think about a formal evaluation
of the effectiveness of the teaching method. We put the
bulk of effort into the course preparation and delivery.
Hence, this paper is to be read as a narrative that describes
our experience preparing and delivering the course.
In Sect. 2 of this paper, we describe the nature of RE
education-related problems. In Sect. 3, we present the
basics of experiential learning. In Sect. 4, we explain the
use of experiential learning in the 2007 version of the
ESOA course. In Sect. 5, we explore our own experience
with the course, including examples of lightweight student
evaluation. In Sect. 6, we outline the related work before
summarizing our contributions and delineating the future
work we envision.
2 The nature of RE problems
It has been known for many years that the curriculum in
traditional education is partitioned into separate disciplines.
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Few, if any, courses seek to integrate disciplines.
Going through the system, students acquire much factual
knowledge about specific areas, but little synthesis is
provided.
A slight exaggeration, if any, of the traditional means of
teaching college students involves instructors opening the
class with Topic A, spending however much time is
required through lectures to impart Topic A, assigning
homework over this period and following up with an
examination of Topic A. The homework and examination
problems draw, almost entirely, on the methods introduced
in Topic A. The examination is graded and returned to the
student. The teacher closes the file on Topic A and moves
on to Topic B. This process continues through the remain-
ing topics until the end of the semester. We, as university
teachers are unwittingly creating a student mindset that
partitions our methodologies. The course is partitioned into
a sequential set of several topics with the implication that
there is little, if any, relationship between these topics and
even less of a relationship between courses.
Furthermore, the nature of classroom problems is quite
different from those experienced in the workplace.
Table 11 summarizes the differences that we feel are crit-
ical between classroom and work problems.
Classroom problems are well defined. They have pre-
defined solutions, known by the professor, they relate to
recent material taught in class and their definitions do not
change while they are being resolved.
Conversely, wicked problems are often not well defined.
The definition, if given at all, changes over time. Their
solution is not known at the beginning and whether they
were correctly solved will not be known often until long
after a solution was proposed. Solving a workplace prob-
lem often brings about a host of other problems that could
not be foreseen before the solution was implemented—the
famous or infamous unintended consequences of each new
product entering the marketplace for the first time.
Item 11 of Table 1, i.e., conflict, is remarkable in that
the treatment of the problem is almost identical in the
workplace and in the student situation. This points to one
of our shortcomings in RE education and research alike.
We, as engineers, have a tendency to ignore conflict rather
than recognize the source of the conflict and use it to learn
more about the design problem. Although we recognize
several major sources of conflict, such as organizational,
attitudinal, diversity of individual experiences and world
views, one source we do not readily recognize is ambiguity
in the requirements [1]. As further noted in [1], Nygard
says the following about conflict [22],
‘‘…most people hesitate, in a field with predomi-
nantly natural science paradigms, to state clearly that
conflicts of interest very often are essential features
of system development processes. In fact, most peo-
ple find it comfortable or advantageous to shut their
eyes to this aspect of systems development.’’
We believe that conflict in the early stages is proper and
even advantageous when managed properly. Getting to the
bottom of such conflicts often pays dividends in surfacing
design issues and assumptions that might otherwise have
gone unrecognized. In these cases, the conflict moves from
human conflict to product conflict as each member of the
design team makes design decisions they prefer, for
whatever reason, and the final product will exhibit each
of the implicitly conflicting viewpoints. We believe that the
RE profession and educators need to see conflict as
attorneys see it, as a means to getting to the truth of a
situation. Attorneys learn to be objective about conflict
and, in fact to argue each side of an issue.
Viewing these workplace problems as wicked problems,
we can expect the following properties [26]:
• ‘‘cannot be easily defined so that all stakeholders agree
on the problem to solve;
• have no clear stopping rules;
• have better or worse solutions, not right and wrong
ones;
• have no objective measure of success;
• require iteration—every trial counts;
• have no given alternative solutions—they must be
discovered;
• require complex judgments about the level of abstrac-
tion at which to define the problem;
• often have strong moral, political or professional
dimensions which cannot be easily formalized.’’
RE can be considered a meta-discipline, in that it inte-
grates a number of other disciplines, e.g., organizational
theory, psychology, sociology, software engineering, eth-
ics. Indeed, RE is a discipline that was created in order to
discover people’s desires [12] as we have stated earlier.
Discovering people’s desires is fundamentally a messy,
wicked problem.
In our experience, students who have been trained only
in the academic curriculum and do not have an industrial
background are very often impervious to RE issues. They
fail to see the point in spending much time to understand
the business requirements. If they are at all sensitive to the
question of requirements, they usually believe that it is
enough to ask the stakeholders what they want, write it
down, and obtain a sign-off. If they have not been exposed
1 Table 1 is the result of anecdotal observations of Gause [10] and
the informal discussion of these observations with senior management
and technical people drawn from many industries. These observations
are consistent with the modified ABET 2000 standards and very
recent findings of The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Engineers (see [25]).
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to the requirements subject, even the process above is a
discovery.
For example, in wicked problems, every trial counts, so
it is not possible or advisable to give students the rules of
business. They have to live through the problems. How-
ever, many students are resistant to this pedagogy and want
to receive all the relevant theory and rules so that they can
efficiently solve the problem given by the teacher. Also,
often students are relatively passive, awaiting the lecturer
to deliver the required knowledge to them.
Furthermore, students are unaware of creativity tech-
niques and the need to use them for defining requirements:
such techniques as metaphorical and analogical thinking,
brainstorming, idea sketching and many other approaches
commonly used in other, more mature areas of engineering
design.
RE courses usually teach students how to define require-
ments that are complete and rigorous. This may give students
the impression that stakeholders know what they want or at
least are able to clearly express their problems when inter-
viewed or surveyed. In our experience, this is often not the
case in organizations. No one stakeholder constituency can
possibly know what they want or imagine the full set of
opportunities the next system can implement without con-
sulting with many other stakeholder constituencies.
3 Experiential learning
The theory of experiential learning is generally attributed
to Kolb [18]. Kolb developed this theory as a way to evolve
beyond traditional classroom teaching techniques that
Table 1 The difference between classroom and workplace problems [13]
Experience Classroom Workplace
1. Problem definition Well defined Ill-defined. Half of the challenge is just defining the
problem. Often, in fact, a solution is implied by a
mutually acceptable definition
2. Problem approach Strongly indicated by most recently presented
classroom material. Problems tend to be carefully
compartmentalized to reinforce specific
methodologies
Few hints as to how to approach the problem. In small
companies, there will likely be no one to go to for
help. You will, nearly always, be required to go
beyond past studies and methods and may be required
to invent new methods
3. Problem solutions Professor always knows the solution. If the problem is
an odd numbered problem, the solution is in the back
of the book
A solution to the problem will only be apparent when it
has been accepted by management
4. Problem scope Many problems are ‘‘scoped’’ so that they can be solved
by one person (student) in a few days or weeks
The scope of the problem will not be recognized and
you will be expected to produce the resources and
time necessary to achieve the end result. In general,
problems require a team of several people working
over a period of many months
5. Social
environment
Working as an individual with implied competition Working as a team member, cooperation being essential
6. Information levels Accurate, well defined, explicitly stated Vague, unrecognizably ambiguous. Occasional hidden
agendas. Credibility of the source and timeliness of
the information is always an issue
7. Solution methods Given by an authority figure, usually to reinforce
material recently presented. Veracity and efficacy
never an issue
May have to invent a new method as part of the
problem-solving process. Authority figure often
projects his/her solution as the method of approach
8. Design team Same group of members from beginning to end of
project (14 weeks)
New members join the team and old, experienced
members leave the team, sometimes at the worst
possible times
9. Stability of
problem statement
Once stated, the problem statement is rarely, if ever
changed
The problem statement changes frequently as new
information becomes available and new clients are
brought into the picture
10. Information
channels
Heavy use of well-documented, written form Some documentation. But much critical information is
conveyed in ‘‘expedient’’ verbal (sometimes, off-
hand) forms such as one-on-one meetings, telephone
and other informal conversations
11. Conflict Conflict with authorities—professors, experienced
university researchers, and teaching assistants—is
somewhat discouraged. Conflict with colleagues is
best ignored as it will go away in 15 weeks
Conflict with authorities—senior management and
technical experts is somewhat discouraged. Conflict
with colleagues is best ignored as it will go away by
project end
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favor detached learning of abstract concepts that are dis-
connected from direct experience. Experiential learning
has its roots in the pioneering work of educators such as
Dewey, Lewin, Piaget, and Freire. Much of Kolb’s argu-
ments in favor of experiential learning sound modern, even
though they date to the early 1980s and are built on work
that began in the nineteenth century by Dewey.
Hence, according to Kolb, Dewey’s ideas were devel-
oped to ‘‘meet the challenges of coping with change and
lifelong learning’’. Experiential learning is receiving
renewed interest because of, among other reasons,
‘‘employers who feel that the graduates they recruit into
their organizations are woefully unprepared’’ [18].
Experiential learning as described by Kolb promotes the
idea that experience is at the root of learning and its cor-
ollary, intelligence. Experience is seen as an interaction or
more as a, transaction between a person and her environ-
ment. Abstract thinking is a product of concrete experience
rather than knowledge that can be learned from books and
lectures.
Kolb integrated the theories of Dewey, Lewin, Piaget,
and Freire into four modes of experiential learning.
Learning occurs through the confrontation of these four
modes. The four modes, usually assembled in what is
called the experiential learning cycle (Fig. 1) are concrete
experience (CE), reflective observation (RO), abstract
conceptualization (AC), and active experimentation (AE).
In Kolb’s own words [18], learners ‘‘must be able to
involve themselves fully, openly, and without bias in new
experiences (CE). They must be able to reflect on and
observe their experiences from many perspectives (RO).
They must be able to create concepts that integrate their
observations into logically sound theories (AC), and they
must be able to use these theories to make decisions and
solve problems (AE).’’
Kolb notes that this cycle is an ideal that is difficult to
achieve because learners cannot easily reconcile these
modes that require different ways of interacting with one’s
environment and thinking about it. He further notes that
these modes are ‘‘dialectically’’ opposed along two
dimensions. The first dimension, called prehension, oppo-
ses CE of events (apprehension) and AC that seeks to make
generalizations of these events (comprehension). The sec-
ond dimension, called transformation, opposes RO about
experience (intension) and AE that seeks to make decisions
about future experience (extension). For Kolb, the level of
learning is determined by the way the learner can resolve
the conflicts present in these two dimensions.
Another aspect that enhances learning was described
by Vygotsky as the zone of proximal development. For
children, the definition of the zone of proximal development
is: ‘‘the distance between the actual developmental level as
determined by independent problem solving and the level of
potential development as determined through problem
solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more
capable peers [18]. However, in our case the concept may
be extended to what RE students can learn with the help of a
teaching team that has RE and industry experience.
As we have seen in the previous section, workplace and
wicked problems require an iterative process for their
resolution. We hope that during this process the problem
itself, which is ill defined to begin with, gradually becomes
clearer. We also hope that students comprehend the nature
of RE and business problems through their apprehension of
the concrete classroom experience.
4 The ESOA course
The ESOA course [28, 30] was designed to follow the
experiential learning cycle. In a typical course session of
three periods of 45 min each, the students were first
‘‘plunged’’ into a simulated real world experience that can
be either a business game, an RE style interview session, or
a software development task. These experiences lasted for
two periods (roughly 90 min). Most experience sessions
were followed by a RO phase, a 45-min period of emo-
tional and technical debriefing. In the emotional part, the
students had the opportunity to express their frustration
with the experience they had just gone through. In the
technical debriefing, they reflected on the techniques that
can be used to solve the problems they faced. Most de-
briefings were followed by a lecture, usually in the first
period of the following session. The lecture presented the
theory related to the problems and techniques identified
during the debriefing sessions. Aspects of contextual
interviews were presented after a first session of standard
interviews failed to provide a complete picture of the
design or process problem to be solved.
The RE phase of the course is the interface between the
business understanding and the product or service to be
created. The students first need to understand how the
business functions and only later can they embark on the RE
Concrete
Experience
Reflective
Observation
Abstract
Conceptualization
Active
Experimentation
Transformation
via intension
Grasping
via apprehension
Transformation
via extension
Grasping
via comprehension
Fig. 1 Kolb’s experiential learning cycle [18]
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process, e.g., conducting interviews, drafting requirements.
The course was therefore partitioned into three modules.
1. Business game
2. RE and specifications
3. Prototyping
In the remainder of this section we describe each of the
three modules followed by a discussion of the relationship
between the course pedagogy and the nature of workplace
problems defined in Table 1.
4.1 Business game
The business game was designed for seven teams. In the
beginning of this module the students were asked to form
these seven teams through a process of self selection. The
teams varied in size from about five to eight students.
Each team was considered as a separate company. The
companies were to compete within a single market segment to
acquire the business of a client company. The student com-
panies were given identical seed money, a corporate identity
and a mission. The mission was to design, manufacture, sell
and maintain light airplane diesel engines. We made an
explicit choice to base the course on an example from the hard
goods industry (airplane engine manufacturing) rather than
from the services industry (e-banking, e-government). The
reason is that we believe that hard goods offer a more CE
because they can more readily be sensed by the students. Once
the main processes are well understood, they can then be
generalized to the service industry, if needed.
At the beginning of the game each student company was
given a request for quotation (RFQ) supposedly issued by
the client company (an airplane manufacturer). The only
information given to each team was:
• a game board (Fig. 2)
• background information about the RFQ process, a
catalog of engine part manufacturers listing existing
engine designs and their associated parts
• a simulated 1980s style material resource planning
(MRP) application for managing the RFQ process,
company financials, financial logging in a journal and
order tracking.
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The MRP system was custom developed to simulate an
independent MRP application for each team of students
and an independent MRP for the customer buying the
engines. The system was developed in Weblang [6], a web
application development language running on top of J2EE.
The software is approximately 12 K lines of Weblang code
(approximately 60 K of native Java code and XML tables).
The system also provides a set of web services that are used
by the student teams to implement their business processes
during the prototyping module.
During the first 4 weeks of the course, each team had to
experience and understand the following issues:
• the RFQ process,
• how to answer the RFQ
• how to decide on buy vs. make
• how to plan manufacturing
• defect and rework management
• quality management
• company finances
The industry-related topics are the product design pro-
cess (e.g., product spec, contract specs, and design specs),
accounting and finance (e.g., balance sheet and profit and
loss statement), MRP and quality management (e.g., ISO
9000).
The students were placed under extreme time pressure,
instructed to respond to the RFQ in the timeframe of two
course periods (90 min). Every 5 min, a bell rang to
announce the passing of a fiscal month. Each month, the
MRP system would deduct employee salaries and other
fixed charges from the company’s bank account, creating
additional stress. To respond to the RFQ, each team had to
select a supplier of parts for their engine, which required a
selection of an engine design and a buy versus make
decision. This fixed the cost of an engine and the delay to
design a solution and to manufacture an engine. This
information was needed to respond to the RFQ.
As a result of the severe time pressure, each student
team struggled to understand the background documenta-
tion, catalog, game and MRP. We observed that in most
cases the game board and background documentation were
neglected, so that in most teams there was no overall pic-
ture of what was going on. Basic emotions such as frus-
tration and anger surfaced quite rapidly among the
students. Several of the complaints indicated doubts about
the competence of the teaching team.
4.2 Requirements engineering and specifications
The business game module was followed by a 7-week
module devoted to RE and specifications. In the first week
of the module, the students were given a short statement of
a sales problem their company was facing, and instructed
to complete a simplified software requirements specifica-
tions (SRS) [15] for a system that would solve the problem.
They were told that they could obtain more information
about the problem by interviewing several internal stake-
holders (CEO, CTO, and employee), as well as two
stakeholders external to the company (a customer and an
airplane mechanic). A play script containing the main
message to be conveyed during the interview was prepared
for each interviewee. Only the main message was detailed
so that the interviewees could speak freely without for-
getting to say the important aspects of their role. There was
only one interview session for each interviewee, so the
students had to split up the company teams they had
formed in the first 4 weeks and form functional groups that
would interviewed each stakeholder.
After these interviews were conducted, each team
wrote its own SRS that they had to present to the com-
pany’s main investor for approval. In this case, the SRS
was not to the liking of the investor who asked to have
more information about the feasibility and validity of
their proposed solution. To satisfy these demands, the
students learned that they needed to better understand the
context of the project, and therefore do more interviews,
most notably by conducting contextual interviews [5] with
existing stakeholders and an interview with a customer
who needed to be convinced in order to buy their prod-
ucts, Mr. Skeptical. They also had to come to grips with
the emotions resulting from the rejection they experienced
from their main investor.
We designed the contextual interviews so as to portray
the exact situation as it was unfolding, the repair of an
airplane that was sent to a repair shop because of engine
failure. Each member of the teaching team played a spe-
cific role in a separate room.
The airplane owner often called the repair shop every
now and then to request information about the status of the
repair while taking care of her air club business. The two
mechanics in the repair shop tried to repair the airplane in
the midst of scattered airplane parts, while being harassed
by the phone calls of the frustrated airplane owner. The
shipping clerk of the BE engine manufacturer tried to send
the replacement part needed for repairing the airplane by
getting the delivery person to come and pick it up. Planned
and unplanned arguments erupted between these actors
about issues such as plane repair time, delivery schedules,
and missing information. The work premises were simu-
lated with LEGO blocks (e.g., airplanes, engines, and air-
plane parts). Each member of the teaching team was
dressed as required by the profession he or she was playing.
The airplane owner had a flyer cap and goggles, the
mechanics wore grungy working clothes. The shipping
clerk wore an old shop floor jacket that smelled of
mothballs.
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In this second round of interviews, the students learned
that their understanding of the problem was too partial and
that they needed much more analysis to understand the
problem and what would qualify as a good solution. They
then spent 5 weeks modeling the enterprise with our
SEAM enterprise architecture (EA) method [29]. During
these 5 weeks the students designed the overall service to
the customer and its partners, the company outsourcing
strategy, the necessary changes to the business process, and
the IT implementation strategy. They used goal-oriented,
service-oriented and business process modeling techniques.
4.3 Prototyping
The last 3 weeks of the course were devoted to prototyping
the system described in the SRS and the enterprise models
with a business process management (BPM) tool. The
students were instructed to develop a prototype of the
business process that had been modeled in the previous
module using SOA-related techniques, e.g., business pro-
cess modeling notation (BPMN), business process execu-
tion language (BPEL), and web service definition language
(WSDL). After experimenting with several BPM tools, we
selected Intalio [16], an open source BPMN editor and
BPEL server, because it was free, easy to install, and easy
to use. To prototype the business process, the students
simply called the web services exposed by our custom-
made MRP system in a specific way. Their challenge was
to know which web services to call, in which order and
how to transfer the parameters from one web service to the
next.
In parallel, each team had to rewrite the SRS and submit
an executive summary including features such as return on
investment (ROI) in a language understandable to a non-
technical investor. This was done for the students to fully
understand the tight relationship between the SRS, the
project acceptance and the actual implementation (in our
case, the prototype).
4.4 Relationship with workplace problems
The course pedagogy addressed the workplace problems in
Table 1 in the following way:
• The problems definition given to students was partial
and unclear (row 1).
• Very few hints were given on how to approach the
problems and the rules of the business game were
discovered as the game unfolded (row 2).
• When the work of the student teams was presented for
validation it was often rejected by the teaching team
playing the role of management (row 3).
• The scope of problems given to the students was totally
unclear (row 4).
• The course was designed so that students had to work in
teams to play the game and solve the problems (row 5).
• When students interviewed the teaching team as part of
the game, the interviewees gave partial and potentially
conflicting information (row 6).
• The methods to solve the problems were discovered by
the students after the experience, during the debriefing
sessions. Theory was given only after these debriefings
(row 7).
• Student teams were unstable because students are not
required to attend the course. They had difficulties
assuming responsibility (row 8).
• The problem statement in the RE module changed from
defining requirements to providing business value to
customers in order to convince the main investor (row
9).
• Most documentation was given in verbal form through
questions and answers during the experience. Very little
written documentation was given. No textbook was
used (row 10).
The following testimonial by one of the 2007 students,
who is finishing her Master’s degree, after about 4 months
in the industry, makes a nice link with Table 1:
‘‘In the course, it was also not always clear what was
expected from us, which is unusual in an environment
where our minds are shaped to solve a given problem.
This was very uncomfortable and was perceived as a
lack of organization. Now that I am in a company, I
realize how ill-defined and unclear are the problems
and the goals and now understand why we had to go
through this during the course. The situation is still
uncomfortable in the real world, but at least I am
confident that tools exist to help me clarify things and
plan to use them in the next steps of my project.’’
5 Experience with the course
In this section, we describe some of our thoughts about the
way we delivered the course and what we learned from it.
5.1 Resources
The course was developed over a period of about 2 years
by the professor in charge of the course and two TAs, all
working part time on this project. All three have substantial
industry experience. Several students’ semester and mas-
ter’s projects were used to create the business case and to
explore technical possibilities related with the MRP system
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and the BPM tool. The MRP prototypes developed during
these projects were eventually scrapped. The MRP was
redeveloped solely by the professor in charge of the course:
in a challenging task that took 2 months. This development
required a solid business and software engineering expe-
rience (J2EE development). A new version of the MRP was
developed in 2008. Our goal was to develop a better
architecture of the code, to increase reliability and reduce
errors, as well as to create a log of the financial transactions
that can be used to map the game events and the business
processes. In 2007, during the semester, the professor and
one senior TA had 6 h contact time and 1–2 days per week
to prepare the subsequent week’s course activity, as well as
to debrief the current week course activity. The other TAs
had almost the same load, in terms of contact hours and
debriefing but much less preparation time. The scripts we
prepared for each role in the play, and the fact that the roles
reproduced simple real-life behaviors, helped reduce the
preparation time for the TAs. In 2008 we had a new TA
who did not know the subject and who was trained to do
the contextual interview of one of the lesser roles in a
couple of hours. The roles that required in-depth knowl-
edge of what we wanted to show the students were played
by the professor and the more experienced TAs. In 2008
the TAs’ preparation time was quite reduced, most of the
course material had not changed. The most time consuming
task for the TAs was adapting to a new version of Intalio.
We can estimate that over the whole semester the TAs
spent one day a week on the course including contact
hours, debriefing and preparation. The professor’s load had
increased to compensate for the TAs’ decrease. In both
courses, the oral exam took three full days (professor, one
TA and one expert).
The course was allocated one large classroom with
movable tables and chairs. This was important to accom-
modate non-standard seating arrangements. Students nee-
ded to be able to communicate with their team mates much
of the time rather than facing the professor in the tradi-
tional classroom or lecture mode. In 2007 the interviews
were held in different corners of the room. We also used
individual offices for the contextual interviews. Indeed,
these were held in parallel so that the students would be
able to live through the real-time interactions among the
stakeholders, This scheme was applied partially in 2007
and perfected it in 2008: where the interactions by phone
and simulated mail between the stakeholders played by the
professor and TAs worked really well. As class size was
nearly the same in both years, it is difficult to infer how the
role playing activities may scale to larger class sizes. We
can confirm that the business game is designed for only
seven teams and that teams that extend beyond 5–7 stu-
dents tend to have only a few active students while the
others just wait for the results. The same is true for the
interviews, contextual or not, where two or three students
actively participate and the others only listen. We had five
concurrent standard interviews played by one professor or
TA each and four concurrent contextual interviews, three
of which were played by one professor or TA and one
contextual interview played by two TAs. We therefore had
between seven and ten students per interview. It would
have been better to have 3–5 students conducting each
interview, but this was not feasible with the resources we
had available.
To scale to bigger classes, the business case has to be
adapted to accommodate more interviews (with more TAs)
or several interview sessions have to be scheduled. Because
students do not always ask the same questions in the same
way, and professors and TAs do not always give exactly
the same answers, having several interview sessions runs
the risk of creating confusion. We avoided this risk by
running the interviews in parallel. We could, however,
build the course precisely around this confusion. It could
simulate what often happens in real life, where different
people receive different answers at different times con-
cerning the seemingly same problem.
5.2 Course evaluation
Again, the 2007 and 2008 courses were attended by very
nearly the same number of students, approximately 40 out
of a total of about 100 eligible students. This is considered
to be very large attendance for an elective course. It should
be noted that the students voluntarily selected the course
with no coaxing or other instructor influence. The 2007
course was well evaluated (see Fig. 3) with 78% of the
students rating the course as excellent or good. This
Fig. 3 2007 course evaluation. Translation from French: text at the top: globally, I consider that this course is: [average: 5.0] [standard
deviation: 0.7] [median: 5.0]. Bars from left to right not concerned, excellent, good, sufficient, insufficient, very insufficient, and bad
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percentage dropped in 2008 with only 57% rating it
excellent or good (see Fig. 4).
The difference in student appreciation can be explained
in three ways: (1) The number of TAs dropped from three
full-time to one full-time (spread over several people). In
addition, their involvement was of a different nature (in
2007 it was a group project to develop and give the course,
in 2008 it was essentially an obligation). (2) The contents
of the course evolved and this destabilized the TAs. The
2008 course emphasized the mapping of theory to practice.
Much work was done in the business part, on mapping the
contents of the MRP financials log to the business pro-
cesses and to the quality system. This was new and not
known by the TAs. (3) More theory was added and this
removed some of the experiential related fun of the 2007
version.
We believe that this drop in the rating is mainly due to a
decrease in the level of involvement of the teaching
assistants who were busy finishing their PhD theses. This is
a reminder that a teaching team’s heavy involvement is
crucial to the success of an experiential course.
In the fall of 2008, we sent a survey to fifteen of the 40
students from the 2007 class. The short questionnaire (see
Appendix) was sent to students who maintained contact
with our research lab and those of whom we could find the
e-mail address through the course blog and social websites
such as LinkedIn. We received seven responses.
We wanted to probe the students for their feelings about
the effects of the course on their workplace experience. We
only contacted the 2007 class students as most of them
graduated in late 2007 and would have a few months of
industry experience.
The responses were mostly positive with four out of the
seven respondents rating the course as useful to very useful
for their career. The respondents noted the practice of and
role playing as aspects they liked about the course. The
improvements they were almost unanimous in recom-
mending better structure and better explanations of the
tasks they were requested to perform. Curiously, this is
precisely what we did not want to provide them. However,
the course slides and flow between chapters (as noted by
two respondents) can definitely be improved.
As a general note, the authors put the bulk of effort into
preparing the course materials and plans and readying the
faculty and teaching assistants for the offering. Formal
evaluation came as an afterthought once the course proved
to be a success, hence the qualitative anecdotal evaluation
presented here. Our advice, in the way of formal student
evaluations for experiential courses, is to measure the
following: (1) course effectiveness in developing leader-
ship, team, problem solving, communication skills
(including writing, speaking, and listening, in an industrial
setting, (2) the relative difference in student effectiveness
in eliciting and developing business requirements between
students studying the subject material didactically (control
group) versus students participating in the affective class,
and (3) the aspect and formative skills based on (a) student
self-evaluation and (b) independent visiting senior techni-
cal and management assessment based on final student
team reports and presentations.
5.3 Acceptance of the experiential learning style
The course is immersive and problem-based. It was very
important to explain frequently why the course was so
different from the other courses (at least in the first and
second weeks and at the beginning of each section). The
two comments below illustrate that for some (most) stu-
dents the course structure was understood.
‘‘The course is very well structured, many new con-
cepts are presented, but easy to understand and learn
due to the fact that we are directly placed in a situ-
ation before we learn the theory. We discover the
different problems encountered by ourselves and then
the theory enables to consolidate the knowledge
learned during the experimentation.’’
‘‘The class material is very interesting, but often we
don’t have enough theory to do the exercises and we
spend too much time not knowing what to do and
asking questions. It would have been much better to
have theory part with all information, then clear task
description and finally 10 minutes (measured in a
Swiss way) to do what we have to do. Apart from this
Fig. 4 2008 course evaluation. Translation: same as in Fig. 3
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the class is very interesting and the material presented
is useful.’’
However, up to the last day, a few students did not
accept this style of learning, saying that the course was
disorganized and that they preferred lectures followed by
clearly described exercises. It is surprising that they
remained in the course despite this.
A few students complained about the class-level
debriefing being boring because most groups had similar
findings. This problem could be alleviated by not asking
the student teams to present their learning individually, but
to have the professor make a synthesis of each of their
comments. This would, however, reduce the active par-
ticipation of the shy students.
At the beginning of the course, we made sure the stu-
dents understood that their performance during the course
would not affect their grade. The grade was only the result
of their performance during the final oral exam. Our intent
was to enable them to live fully through the experiences of
the course without being afraid of being judged so as to
maximize learning and risk taking. In hindsight, this also
enabled the teaching team to interact more freely with the
students without the fear of judgment on either side. Of
course, this made the job of grading much more difficult at
the end of the course.
5.4 Knowledge transfer
The final exam was oral in which the students had to solve
a new problem, answer a theoretical question and explain a
detail (chosen by the professor) on one of the models
produced by their team during the course. This was a
measure we chose in order to offset the lack of continual
assessment and to identify those students who did not
participate in their team work.
The average and the distribution of the grades of the 2007
and 2008 were identical (4.9). We had approx. 40 students.
Typically 25 students were above 5.0 and 3–5 students below
4.0. These are considered to be very good results. We also
made a correlation between the student grade and the student
participation in the class, as observed by the professor. As the
work was done in groups, quite often the work was executed
by one or two students—with the others watching. Our sta-
tistics show that the students who took the course passively
received, on average, one point less. It was also surprising to
see that some of the very advanced students (who run a
business in parallel) got very low grades—even with a reg-
ular participation in the course. Our hypothesis is that they
assumed that they were good developers and they did not
have the openness to question themselves.
It was also important to explain in the course, on mul-
tiple occasions, how the exam would be structured. This
was essential to allow students to know what to learn and to
help them feel more confident.
From an anecdotal viewpoint we mention that students
contact us frequently mentioning that their understanding
of the course’s vocabulary helped them to obtain internship
positions in the industry. Some students were hired by
consulting firms and contacted us because they were
interested in presenting their work in the course. Some of
the students who took the course later made their master’s
project in industry under our supervision. We noticed that
they do not always notice that the knowledge gained in the
course can be used in their master’s project. Our main
coaching activity is to work with them on realizing this and
to promote the reuse of the knowledge. This is an area that
needs to be further improved.
5.5 Credibility
One of the extremely important aspects of the course is its
credibility. As the course puts the student in a stressful
situation, the student might infer that the course is disor-
ganized. With adequate communication, the students
eventually believed that the course puts them in a situation
related to a ‘‘real-life’’ situation and that they can learn
from this experience.
During the first sessions of the course, we were repeat-
edly challenged by the more skeptical students in regards to
our handling of the course and its business expertise. The
challenge was expressed by comments during the experi-
mentation and as open criticism during some of the emo-
tional debriefing sessions.
Our participating visiting professor presented a lecture
dealing with the differences between industry and acade-
mia, citing professional society surveys, leading engineer-
ing educators and executives consistent with, and
summarized by Table 1. He was also careful to give the
industrial backgrounds of the instructors in the meetings
with student teams, whenever appropriate.
We did the following to raise the course credibility:
• We were not shy in describing our accumulated
industrial experience
• We invited four industry practitioners who presented
real projects they were involved in (one in each module
of the course and one for the overall course). Even
without prior briefing of the speakers, their presenta-
tions were close enough to the material taught in the
course for the students to believe in what they
experienced.
• The professor and the four TAs were deeply involved in
the entire course (especially in 2007). The students
reacted very positively to this full involvement.
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However, we were not really prepared for the students’
doubts in our abilities and our handling of conflict is one of
the areas that need improvement.
5.6 Emotional relations
The debriefing sessions addressed both emotions and
technical knowledge. For example, in the first sessions, the
students learned to manage stress by becoming specialized
in different roles, thereby learning to work more effectively
as a team. In the debriefing sessions we discussed the
difficulties they had in assuming these specialized roles.
Some of these difficulties stemmed from the fact that some
students did not attend all the sessions of the courses
(because they are free to attend or not). Hence, if a student
assumes the role of CFO of the company and this student
misses a class, the company has no more access to its
financial situation. This also points to the tension between
specialization and generalization [32]. In the related theory
sessions, we explained some of these tensions. It is an
aspect we will address more in future versions of the
course.
The course does not address interpersonal relationships.
For example, during the interviews, students behaved dif-
ferently depending on who they interviewed. The teaching
assistant playing the CTO, for example, had the impression
that the students were quite aggressive with him. An atti-
tude he attributed to them seeing him as one of theirs. The
assistant playing the CEO, on the other hand, had the
impression that the students who interviewed him were
very polite, almost intimidated. This is an aspect we could
add in the future.
For the first round of interviews the students had to
assemble groups that would interview each stakeholder
separately. This forced them to leave the relative comfort
of their established team and form a group with students
from other teams. This is very similar to cross functional
teams that need to assemble in an organization, an often
painful process. It seemed that the students experienced
similar pains as those observed in industry. At first they
were unable to form the new groups and apathy set-in. It
took the courageous and firm action of one of the students
who came to the front and literally gave orders to the class
for the groups to form.
The course ended with an outdoor farewell party in
which most of the guest speakers were present and the
students could talk about their careers. This party was
necessary to end the course in a socially satisfactory
manner. The teaching team felt that the stress and the
emotions shared during the course needed to be relieved
through a social event. This was very enjoyable.
5.7 Academic knowledge versus practical experience
Our goals for the course were to provide an integrated view
of business and IT aspects, as well as to provide a context in
which students could place the functional knowledge they
learned during their studies. However, the course presented
additional material which was not covered in the rest of the
curriculum. For example, the structure of the main business
processes (product sourcing, development, manufacturing),
and enterprise modeling techniques are not taught else-
where in our CS and SWE curriculum. During the exam we
found that these concepts could be grasped in more depth.
More specifically, the course goal was to give the students a
feel for real work in organizations and some concrete
knowledge on key business, RE, and implementation con-
cepts. The second aspect was not as successful as expected
in 2007. In 2008, we attempted to address this issue by
asking students to read some of our research papers on these
concepts and by offering quizzes more systematically.
The papers were used to present the course structure
[30], the models developed [29], the theoretical founda-
tions such as the modeling ontology we used [31], and goal
modeling [23]. These papers were given for reference. We
did not prepare quizzes about them. The papers helped the
students to realize that the approach taught was the result of
extensive research. It was instrumental in increasing the
course credibility—an essential point. In addition, it was an
opportunity for our PhD students to present their work.
Quizzes need to be added to insure that students read the
papers and make a synthesis of what they read.
Quizzes were made on the business part of the course.
For example, we asked students to modify financial reports
according to events that happened to their company (e.g.,
extraordinary sale, inventory obsolescence). This was
essential for the students’ understanding. It is only by
responding to the quiz that the students became confident
that the knowledge they acquired experience was reusable.
We noticed that there is a possibility that requiring more
theoretical work might dilute the concrete, active and fast-
paced properties of the course. We need to find the right
balance between these two opposing requirements.
5.8 Effect on the teaching team
As can be expected from an active, experiential course, it
had a substantial and lasting effect on our research and our
way of working. The course was developed collaboratively
among the professor and teaching assistants. Most of the
lectures were given by the professor. However, each TA had
to give one lecture related to their research topic. This pre-
sentation was co-developed with the professor. In addition,
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after each course, we had a team debriefing to discuss the
course contents. In these debriefings—which sometimes
were quite long and often very emotional—we uncovered
issues on which we did not agree. We also reinforced our
understanding on what we agreed upon. This helped us to
publish significantly more of our research, compared to
previous years, while giving the course. When we gave the
course, it also coincided with our decision to give up on
independent offices and to work all together in a common
open office, which further improved our collaboration and
research.
The students, too, became far more active than in tra-
ditional courses. They thought that because during the
whole course we kept challenging them on their way of
working together, they could do the same to us. They
therefore actively challenged our way of working as a
teaching team and demanded that we do the same. For
example, in the last session of the course, we asked each
student team to present what they learned during the
course. When they were done, they asked us to do the
same. These were wise remarks and we improved our
working style significantly with the help of the students.
5.9 The fit between the course structure, enterprise
modeling, and RE
When we first designed the course in 1997, we used dif-
ferent modeling methods for each of the three modules.
During the interruption of the course, from 2000 to 2007,
we were busy developing the SEAM enterprise modeling
(or enterprise architecture) method [29] in order to seam-
lessly model an organization from its position in a market
segment down to its IT systems. The resulting hierarchical
structure of SEAM perfectly fits the course structure. Both
structures enabled us to explain to the students the neces-
sity of using RE methods as a bridge between stakeholders
desires (at the marketing level) and their implementation at
the IT level. It is our hope that this contextualization will
help students to understand what RE is all about and to
integrate at least part of the wisdom that RE methods
incorporate. On the flip side, all the methods we teach (e.g.,
marketing positioning, value modeling, goal modeling, and
business process modeling) are contextualized within
SEAM, with the exception of contextual inquiry [5] and the
IEEE 830 standard [15].
Of course we recognize that the existing state of the art
in RE is important. Methods such as i*, KAOS, Volere, use
cases, e3value and notations such as UML are presented in
the state-of-the-art section of each module. In addition, our
guest speakers usually present commercial methods used in
their company and that have the same purpose as those
taught.
5.10 The importance and challenges of human
simulation
We purposefully chose to avoid using software simulation
tools in the course, despite the reduction in resources that
they afford, as identified in [9]. We believe that a software
simulation such as the one presented in [9] can only
account for a finite number of situations and that students
will no doubt detect this closed nature and will quickly
learn how to get around it. Simulation by human beings,
i.e., faculty and teaching assistants, is open ended. The
entire gamut of human emotions, as well as a very diverse
set of situations, can be portrayed. This can result in
unintended consequences that offer unique learning
opportunities for both the teaching team and the students.
An anecdote from the 2008 version of the course is a good
example about the kind of twists that can happen with
human simulation. Remember that we were holding the
interviews (standard and contextual) in parallel (originally
as a simple way of saving time). During the contextual
interviews when we were showing the problem of the
repair of an airplane engine, we had failed to completely
coordinate the stories between the customer of the engine
manufacturer and the mechanic in charge of the repair. It so
happened that the customer and the mechanic gave con-
tradicting figures about the time the airplane had been in
repair. The customer claimed that the airplane had been in
repair for 3 days whereas the mechanic only admitted to
having the airplane in repair for 1 day. The students were
also witness to an argument about this between customer
and mechanic. The students’ obvious interpretation was
that the mechanic was caught lying. To our recollection,
none of the students had challenged the customer’s figures.
This unintended incident triggered us to conduct a dis-
cussion about interpretations of social situations. In this
discussion, we asked the students to suggest as many rea-
sons as possible that could explain the difference in the
figures given by the two stakeholders. Unfortunately we
did not keep records of this discussion. We conducted a
similar discussion at the REET 2008 workshop asking the
participants to think of all the reasons for a customer and a
mechanic to disagree about the number of days an airplane
had been in repair. The answers the workshop participants
suggested in just a few minutes are the following:
• The definition of repair shop might have differed from
the customer perspective and the mechanic perspective.
• Maybe the mechanic saw the airplane only 1 day
because it was stored somewhere else or the mechanic
was away from the shop.
• Maybe there is a buffer between repair times.
• Maybe the mechanic was lying.
• The tracking report of the repair was not up to date.
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• The customer and mechanic did not share the same
concept of day, e.g., work day versus weekend day.
• The customer and mechanic were in different time
zones.
• Maybe the airplane was repaired in 1 day but was not
ready to be released to customer until the repair bill had
been paid.
Notice how ‘‘the mechanic is lying’’ is only one of the
hypotheses and not even the first one that was expressed.
The students, however, were quick to conclude that this
was the only possibility that explained the difference in the
figures reported by customer and mechanic. The discussion
about the other possibilities may have helped them to
acquire a broader view of problems in organizations and
the danger of jumping to conclusions.
There are some challenges linked with the use of human
simulation. Because the roles are played by the same
people who give the course, it is important that students
know when they are talking to a person playing a role in
the game and when they are talking to the same person
acting as the teacher. It often required a concerted effort to
maintain this separation. In the course we tried our best to
maintain it through our dress code. If we were dressed for
our role in the game our behavior was that of the role. As
soon as the role playing phase was over, we removed our
costume to signal the students that we would then answer
their questions as the teaching team.
A second challenge is to maintain the balance between
planning and improvisation. If everything that an actor
says is planned in advance, there will be no unintended
situations such as the one described above and learning
will be limited. If there is not enough planning, some
crucial information that the game is built upon will not be
given to students and the whole simulation will break
down. Maintaining this balance is delicate and
demanding.
Some of the simulations of this course required the
assignment of specific roles. Students were instructed to
assign their teammates to such roles as development of
research, team CEO, marketing manager, and software
developer. The teaching team assumed such roles as the
prospective product client (Mr. Skeptical), engine
mechanic, aircraft owner, and shipping clerk. In the
teaching team situation, these roles were assigned to pro-
vide reality to the situation. It is highly desirable that
faculty and selected teaching assistants have working
experience. The teaching team behaved as normally as
possible in their assigned role. Nature plays enough tricks
on us without our further confounding these situations. We
assigned roles in accordance with each member’s experi-
ences, providing, as much as possible, all too familiar
situations.
5.11 Addressing scope creep in experiential settings
The following interview is discussed in detail for the pur-
poses of illustrating the well-known problem of scope
creep. Scope creep was not part of the learning objectives
for this course and the interview just happened to expose
this aspect due to the emerging interaction between the
visiting professor playing Mr. Skeptical and a very eager
student playing the company’s marketing manager.
The case involves an afternoon meeting between the BE
marketing manager and the owner of a small airplane rental
business in the Swiss Alps with a rental fleet of just over
100 aircrafts. The marketing manager was assigned to this
position by his fellow design team members. The assign-
ment was made as a collective decision by the team
members based on their perceived relative strengths,
experiences, and skills and the team member’s interest in
serving in this role.
The purpose of this meeting is to test the design team’s
current understanding of the design problem based on the
knowledge and interests of a more-or-less typical customer.
The BE marketing manager knows that this customer is
only one client with one set of business requirements but
the customer is nonetheless an important customer seen as
representing a potential market for over 100 sales units.
The client is also seen as an influential individual who
might provide an endorsement for future sales.
5.11.1 Instructions to the design team
It was explained to the team that, in practice, the full design
team would NOT normally be present in this type of
meeting. The design team was told that the purpose of
having them present, in the simulation, was for them to
experience some of the common benefits and pitfalls of
requirements elicitation procedures. They were instructed
NOT to enter into the conversation or otherwise commu-
nicate in any way, including gestures, with their appointed
marketing manager. They were instructed to take notes in
preparation of discussing their findings after the meeting’s
conclusion (and outside of the case simulation
environment).
5.11.2 Interview of 4/26/07 at the end of Phase II,
the requirements elicitation phase
The following is the detailed dialog between the student
acting as the BE marketing manager and a visiting pro-
fessor/consultant in the role of Mr. Skeptical, owner of the
air club with a little over 100 private airplanes for rent. The
visiting professor has had many years experience in con-
sulting with clients in situations similar to this case and
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followed the instructions of being natural in bringing up
issues that were of genuine concern. As the name implies,
Mr. Skeptical is a careful thinking individual who must be
convinced that his business will greatly benefit from the
purchase of aircraft diesel engines with their advanced
information and control functionality. The full team of
seven students, including the marketing manager, was
present in the meeting. The primary purpose of this
meeting is to check the team’s understanding of the
requirements as seen through a key user’s (Mr. Skeptical)
eyes. It should be noted that Mr. Skeptical and the student
marketing manager were, once again, reminded to interact
naturally and honestly within their assigned roles. Neither
was to try to manipulate the situation or the other person or
to be unnatural in any other way.
The dialog begins in the earnest part of the meeting after
introductions and pleasantries have been exchanged.
Mr. Skeptical You know, I have always followed
the old adage, ‘‘Never buy a car in
the first year of a new model.’’ I
learned this as a young automotive
designer but let my emotions get the
better of me just once. I bought a
new car in the first model year of the
manufacturer’s front wheel drive
model. The manufacturer had an
excellent reputation of many years
for the production of rear wheel
drive automobiles. Within the first
12 months I had to have the car
towed twice, once for a wheel
bearing failure and once for an
engine failure requiring an engine
overhaul. I had to rent a car two
other times, once because the
dashboard engine warning message
flashed ‘‘SERVICE NOW’’ and in
the other incident, the transmission
had to be rebuilt. This is bad enough
as an inconvenience (all repairs
were under warranty). Do you have
any idea what kind of trouble I
would be in if one of my planes has
a Diesel engine failure with a tourist
over Zermatt?
Marketing manager We know, through analysis and
exhaustive testing that Diesel
engines are much more reliable than
gasoline engines. There is a long
history of the Diesel engine in trucks
and automobiles to support this.
Mr. Skeptical But taking a Diesel engine to
5,000 m in the mountains is much
different than being on the ground
where you can pull off the side of
the road if the engine is not
performing.
Our records indicate that our current
fleet reliability to be 1.86 failures/
1,000 h. What have you experienced
with your engine?
Marketing manager We are seeing 1.66 failures/1,000 h.
Mr. Skeptical For the moment, let’s just imagine
that your turbo powered Diesel has an
acceptable power to weight ratio, can
give me the necessary torque under
the usual—and even extreme—flight
conditions, I understand that this
engine comes with the latest of instru-
mentations and communications
technologies.
Marketing manager That’s right!
Mr. Skeptical Can you give me an on board proactive
engine diagnostic functionality that,
for instance, provides reminders for
various engine servicings?
Marketing manager We not only can do this but we are
now doing it.
Mr. Skeptical Taking advantage of the latest sensor
and micro sensor technologies and
data analysis, visualization and
forecasting methodologies can you
provide the pilot, in flight, and the
mechanic, on the ground, early
warning indicators for preventative
maintenance (on the ground) or
engine failure avoidance (in the air)?
Marketing manager We can do that.
Mr. Skeptical Can you provide the pilot with the
nearest landing place to obtain the
service required should the warning
indicator be sufficiently dire?
Marketing manager We can do that.
Mr. Skeptical Can you also provide the pilot with
the least expensive or quickest repair
locations considering the presence of
the appropriately certified mechanics
and parts availability and can you
also provide the expected time and
cost estimates for each of the
acceptable alternate landing spots?
Marketing manager We can do that.
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Mr. Skeptical I am very impressed with the
information side of things. In fact,
with these advanced diagnostic
tools, it appears that the early
warning functionality makes some
of my reliability concerns moot.
Marketing manager Exactly!
Mr. Skeptical Let’s get back to the physical
aspects of the Diesel aircraft
engine. Can you give me vibration
and noise, fuel consumption, and
torque comparisons with our current
fleet?
Marketing manager I can and will do that.
Mr. Skeptical And, oh yes, can you give me a ball-
park cost figure if we decide to
purchase these engines?
Marketing manager Our price would be somewhere in
the 60,000 SF range.
At this point the meeting came to a conclusion due to
Mr. Skeptical being called out of the room for an important
personal matter. The usual amenities and pleasantries
were exchanged between the marketing manager and
Mr. Skeptical and the marketing manager promised to get
back to Mr. Skeptical within the next week on the vibra-
tion, noise, fuel consumption, and torque comparisons with
Mr. Skeptical’s current engines.
As we pointed out before, the issue of scope creep was
not a learning objective. Hence we simply failed to follow-
up on this interview and investigate the issue with the
students so that they could really learn from this experi-
ence. To some extent we wanted to avoid scope creep in
the course itself, and therefore avoided acting on an aspect
that was out of the course requirements. Our failure to seize
this opportunity to teach an important aspect of RE may
show that scope creep is not necessarily always bad.
If we had acted on this opportunity, we would have
raised the following points (the students and visiting pro-
fessor/consultant assume their student/teacher identities for
purposes of discussion):
• Design team excluding the marketing manager and
Mr. Skeptical
• How did you feel during the interview process?
• What, if anything surprised you about the
interview?
• Do you think Mr. Skeptical and your marketing
manager were completely candid with each other?
• Do you think each were acting in the best interest of
their companies, in the best interest of obtaining
accurate information to advance the design process,
or in their own self interest?
• How well did your marketing manager represent
your interests in and the primary purpose of the
meeting—to test for understanding and complete-
ness of the current requirements?
• Marketing manager’s comments in response to the
design team’s comments
• General discussion of remaining issues
A major result of this particular session was the vivid
illustration of scope creep and its related cousin, wishful
client expectations. What is not clear from the transcript is
whether Mr. Skeptical was, in reality, becoming more
enthusiastic with each of the market manager’s positive
responses to the ultimate functionality expressed in the
least expensive or quickest repair locations question or he
was actually applying the orange juice test [12, 33], in
which the client defines what he knows to be an impossible
task (requiring the kitchen staff to serve fresh squeezed
orange juice to 1,000 breakfast banquet attendees at 7
o’clock in the morning). In the first case, the marketing
manager gave Mr. Skeptical unrealistic expectations about
functionalities that could most likely not be met. In the
second case, Mr. Skeptical will not trust the marketing
manager’s answers and judgments.
6 Related work
There are examples of courses developed by engineering
schools that make heavy use of affective pedagogy. One
such graduate course, heuristic problem solving [27], was
developed in 1970, and has been actively offered since its
inception. A current course derived from heuristic problem
solving pedagogy with a special emphasis on the design
and analysis of manufacturing systems is now in operation
as a two-semester, senior, capstone design class for
industrial and systems engineering students [2]. More
recently, there has been a growing interest in project-based
teaching [14] and more specifically problem based learning
approaches to software engineering [11, 20]. Logically,
these courses focus on the technical software engineering
skills, project management, and teamwork with less
emphasis on requirements. However, their pedagogy is
very close to the one we propose and they integrate
assessment as part of the course delivery.
The participants in a 2004 panel on RE education at the
12th RE conference discussed the need to give students RE
experience as well as the wicked problem issues. They also
mentioned several courses that used experiential tech-
niques. We found only one publication, however, about a
course of this kind [34]; it reports on the use of role playing
in an RE course. The goal of the course is to teach (1)
interviewing and groupware skills for requirements
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elicitation and validation, (2) analysis and modeling skills
for problem solving, and (3) effective writing skills for
specifying requirements. Our course addresses all three
skills but contrary to [34] is not designed to teach students
how to write unambiguous, consistent, and complete
requirements. Rather we focus on writing correct require-
ments in a way that stakeholders will understand, i.e., that
match their technical and business understanding level.
Some publications about courses with active pedagogy
were published at the REET 2005 workshop, e.g., [10] and
[19]. [9] describes an immersive RE course that uses an IT-
simulated environment. They mention that the course was
given in the past with a TA-based simulation but that this was
too costly, hence the move to IT-based simulation. Business
games and computer-based simulation are also widely used in
business education, e.g., for supply chain management [21].
More recently, courses based on games, e.g., [3, 24],
have been introduced to improve RE education. Incorpo-
rating such games in our course could be an important
improvement.
It is worth noting that our course used human simulation
and much debriefing effort to avoid the closed nature of
computer based simulations.
7 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have described an active experiential RE
course and its underlying theory. The course was designed
with two major objectives in mind: (1) to ease the transition
of students into the workplace, (2) to give students an
understanding of enterprise architecture issues, i.e., busi-
ness and IT alignment, RE, BPM, and SOA development.
The current version of the course provides a platform to
which we can add advanced experiential learning issues
such as accommodation, apprehension, and comprehen-
sion. We could do more to consciously integrate the zone
of proximal development concept and in particular to
expand each student’s zone of proximal development to
encourage metaphorical and analogical thinking and other
creative mechanisms, including John-Steiner’s cognitive
pluralism [17].
We could add specific sessions on conflict management,
as well as ethics [4]. An on-going assessment as suggested
in problem-based learning methods will be a definite
improvement. A formal evaluation by external experts in
pedagogy could be a good leverage for the improvement of
the course. A link with Bloom’s taxonomy of educational
objectives can also shed light on improvement opportuni-
ties. An independent evaluation of the influence of the
course on students’ experiences in industry, after gradua-
tion, beyond the anecdotal testimonial we have included
above can lead to useful insights.
We are also creating executive in-house training pro-
grams based on the same pedagogy. Early experience with
these is encouraging.
Appendix: Course evaluation
The short questionnaire is shown in Fig. 5. The scores on
question 1 were, 10, 8, 7, 5, 8, 10, and 4. The last score was
given by a student who admitted to not participating
actively enough in the course because he was working
during class hours.
Following are the seven answers we received to ques-
tions 2 and 3:
Question 2: What did you like about the course?
• The practice side
• It made us think about the ‘‘project’’ in a whole and not
only in an engineering point of view, the question on
what would the business angel like to hear, etc. I would
say maybe practice in general. And the content itself
obviously!
• The different workshops when the professor and
assistants play the role of somebody and we have to
ask them questions.
• The class was different that typical EPFL classes and
we learned many very interesting things and we were
able to see how they work in practice. This was a great
combination.
• The training to obtain information about people work-
ing in the enterprise (role game). See a complete
modeling process. People coming from other universi-
ties/enterprises ? application to reality.
• You have made the course really interesting. I really
liked the professor’s discussions about the […] supply
chain. Professional experiences are always interesting.2
Question 1: 
To what extent do you consider that the Enterprise and 
Service-Oriented Architecture course was useful for your past 
and future career.  Please give an answer from 1 to 10 (1 = very 
little, 10 = A lot). 
Question  2: 
What did you like about the course? 
Question  3: 
What would you like to see improved? 
Question  4: 
Could we contact you for a more detailed survey in the 
future? 
Fig. 5 Graduate questionnaire
2 Original version in French: Vous avez rendu le cours inte´ressant.
J’ai beaucoup aime´ les interventions d’A. Wegmann concernant le
supply chain de [..]. Les expe´riences professionnelles sont toujours
inte´ressantes.
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• It was very interactive. Professor and TAs did a great
job in creating scenarios that are most similar to the
ones we could expect in reality. That gave us the
opportunity to act under many constraints (making
decisions under pressure, dealing with disagreements in
the team, time deadlines, etc.). It was useful because
later we discussed about our actions and made conclu-
sions together about what we did good and what could
have been done better and how.
Question 3: What would you like to see improved?
• Improve documentation, more precise
• When the class will be more organized I believe it will
be possible to deepen the aspects. If my memory is
good, I found sometimes lack of fluency between some
aspects/chapters.
• The explanations about the board. We first did not
understand why it was useful and begin to use it really
at the end of the game.
• Sometimes I felt lost—our group did not know what
exactly we were supposed to do and how to deliver the
results. We were doing things for the first time so we
had plenty of questions and we felt that there were not
enough assistants, even though they were working all
their time. A good way to organizing it would be
creation of secure group website (for example use
my.epfl.ch) where assistants would post the tasks to do,
some description for those who have questions and
templates of documents to organize the work (or link to
a page with all this for each class). This would also
facilitate working within a group: once we are obliged
to put the documents there, the entire group can access
them later for a reference, revisions for the exams etc.
This is just an idea of improvement. In general, the
class is very good and we learned a lot—this is a way to
make it easier to follow for further students.
• Slides were not very explicit, I have been ill a day and
could not come and it was very difficult to get the
course through the slides.
• Rather than base the course on a simulated ERP why
not use a real ERP? Why not present SAP? This is part
of the common knowledge [in IT]. Many of us will be
exposed one day to an ERP.3
• No particular suggestions.
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